
HOLD FOR RELEASE UNTIL NOVEMBER 29, 2016

BAY AREA START-UP RAVELIN UNVEILS 
INTEGRATED REFLECTIVE APPAREL THAT 
BLENDS STYLE AND SAFETY FOR URBAN 
COMMUTERS

SAN FRANCISCO, California November 23, 2016 - San Francisco-based star tup, Ravelin, announced today 
the RS01 riding shir t. The RS01 is the first in a line of urban-mobility-focused products that deploy novel 
technologies within ultra-minimal product.

Ravelin is raising funds via Kickstar ter to launch the first piece in their line of integrated reflective apparel. 
Ravelin seeks to raise $32,000 to produce their RS01 Riding Shir t.

ht tp://ks.ravelin.cc

The RS01 is a shir t built for transitions. It is a direct response to the diverse and active lifestyle of 
contemporary urban dwellers who need bike-safe apparel one moment and of fice-worthy apparel the next. 
This “ground-up” rethinking of the of fice shir t has been engineered to meet these modern demands with a 
revolutionary blend of style, safety, and performance. 

Features: 

The fabric is bespoke for the RS01. What appears to be a traditional Shepherd’s Check pattern holds 3M 
retroreflective that is actually woven, not merely applied, into the pattern. The retroreflective pops in traf fic 
and is durably integrated into the fabric. 

The pattern block has been engineered to move like a second skin while minimizing sewn seams. Increased 
mobility is achieved via rotated shoulder cuf f, a rear panel cut on the bias for natural stretch, and side seams 
displaced past the mid-line. 

The clean lines laid out by the pattern block have been reinforced by crisp, bonded details at the cuf f and 
collar. This creates an extra-sharp silhouette. 

Wind block af fixed to the interior front panel keeps the winter chill of f the ribs, while allowing heat to be 
dumped as the rider heats up. 

The cell pocket makes for secure stowing and easy access to technology. 

The drop-tail cut is both fashionable and functional. It covers the top edge of your pants even when in the 
crouch on a bicycle. 

Ravelin believes that we should all demand more from apparel. Ravelin is a group of designers with a passion 
for mobility and experience in apparel, carry and product design. Ravelin proves that targeted innovation, 
iterative refinement, and rigorous testing yield objects that work extremely well. The RS01 is the result of 
more than a year and a half of development and marks the first in a series of releases aimed at a better work/
life balance. 

###

For more information, contact Jerome Daksiewicz, jerome@ravelin.cc

Ravelin website: ht tp://ravelin.cc


